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                Your city’s best tables, ready to book
              

              
                The boutique app for restaurant reservations. Create and manage table bookings, find and follow new favorites — then get more of what you like recommended to you.
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              Score last-minute spots           
            

            
              Got your eye on a restaurant that’s always fully booked? Join the waitlist and get notified as soon as tables open.
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              House all your reservations in one place
            

            Find, make and manage every reservation.  Search by cuisine, location, or restaurant to find the best dining experiences throughout Europe. Less hassle, more inspiration.
            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            
              Find more of what you like 
            

            
              Get curated recommendations based on your previous bookings and restaurants you follow, all based on your location.
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              Stay connected with your favorite restaurants
            

            
              Follow the places you love and be the first to know about new experiences, special menus and more.            
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              Invite your friends to dinner
            

            
              Quickly share reservations with friends and family from the app and let Zenchef carry the weight of managing plans.            
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            Ready to reserve a spot on the Zenchef app?
          

          Scan to download now
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            A monthly dispatch on restaurants and the newest food experiences you don’t want to miss.
          


          
            Subscribe to the newsletter
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